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Introduction

The European Union (EU) suffers from an accountability deficit (Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). One reason for this is that elections to the European Parliament (EP) do not provide voters with the opportunity to hold the EU’s executive to account. Contrary to national parliamentary elections, the executive does not emerge from within the majority (party) in the new parliament. Consequently, scholars have concluded that there would be little at stake in EP elections in terms of political and personal alternatives (e.g. van der Brug and De Vreese, 2016). The introduction of the Spitzenkandidaten procedure in 2014 represents a first counter-development with the lead candidate of the winning party, Jean-Claude Juncker, having been elected by parliamentary majority as the new Commission President.

Amplifying the accountability deficit, the media are accused of providing insufficient information about the responsibilities in EU politics during election campaigns (De Vreese et al., 2006; Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). Voters are hence unable to reward or sanction their representatives when they go to the polls. The aim of the Spitzenkandidaten procedure, by means of the campaigns of pan-European lead candidates, was to motivate European voters to take part in the elections. First assessments of this kind of personalization of the campaigns at the supranational level remain inconclusive about the effects on voter interest and participation (e.g. Hobolt, 2014; Schmitt et al., 2015).

Against this background, we seek to contribute to the broader question of whether the personalization of EU politics may have the potential to contribute to alleviating the alleged accountability deficit (Gattermann, 2017). The personalization of politics is understood as a process in which the focus shifts towards the individual at the expense of parties and institutions. We study whether and to what extent individual politicians play a role in EU elections and embed our research in the wider literature about the personalization of voter behaviour (e.g. Kaase, 1994; Karvonen, 2010; Lobo and Curtice 2015; Renwick and Pilet, 2016; Wattenberg, 1991). Our focus lies on national lead candidates, i.e. candidates at the top of the party lists on the EU electoral ballot, which have thus far received relatively little attention in the extant literature (Giebler and Wagner, 2015). Given the particularities of the EU electoral system most citizens vote for national parties, which then form European party groups inside the EP. This means that – contrary to the Spitzenkandidaten, which voters are unable to elect directly – national politicians offer the primary means of personalizing EU politics. Put differently, it is national politicians who are able to provide an electoral connection and who are therewith directly accountable to EU citizens (see also Hix and Hagemann, 2009).

Following Gschwend and Zittel (2015: 341), we distinguish between two types of personalization at the voter level: ‘cognitive personalization’, addressing the extent to which voters are aware of individual candidates, and ‘behavioural personalization’, that is the role individual candidates play for vote choice. Previous research has argued that candidates’ campaign activities and the extent to which voters are
exposed to their campaigns play a central role for candidate recognition (e.g. Giebler and Weßels, 2017; Wolak, 2009) and for the personal vote (e.g. Giebler et al., 2014; Gschwend and Zittel, 2015). In this article, we add another explanatory factor that also relates to both candidates and voters, namely exposure to news about the lead candidates. We argue that information from the media is crucial for providing a linkage between candidates and voters. Moreover, we contribute to the literature on voting behaviour in EU elections by arguing that, alongside party preferences, evaluations of lead candidates are important for party choice given the complexity of EU politics.

To test our hypotheses, we rely on the 2014 EP election campaign study conducted in the Netherlands (De Vreese et al., 2014), which consists of a four-wave panel survey and an accompanying media content analysis. The Netherlands represent an excellent context of our study given the preferential voting system with an ordered ballot structure employed for both EP and national elections. As a consequence, voters tend to be alert to individual candidates, although political parties remain the central actors in Dutch politics (e.g. Van Holsteyn and Andeweg, 2010). In EP elections, list leaders are not party leaders, yet the most high-profile EU politicians Dutch citizens can directly vote for. One important feature of the electoral system is that it ‘does not result in any form of geographical representation’ (Andeweg, 2008: 494) which renders local campaigning less important and thus allows us to examine the role of exposure to candidate news for both cognitive and behavioural personalization.

As regards our first research question – what taps whether voters recognize national lead candidates (cognitive personalization) – our findings show that, while few voters are aware of the lead candidates, alongside party preferences, exposure to news about the lead candidates ceteris paribus has positive effects on candidate recognition. The results suggest further that exposure to candidate news plays a more decisive role than party preferences. Secondly, as regards behavioural personalization, we find that candidate evaluations have a positive effect on deciding which party to vote for, although party preferences have a stronger impact on vote choice. However, candidate evaluations do neither moderate the effect of party preference nor that of exposure to candidate news. Nonetheless, our results indicate that candidates in EU elections may serve as information-short cuts, although this concerns only those voters who tend to be politically aware. Overall, our findings have implications for the debates about the accountability deficit.

Cognitive personalization in European Parliament elections

EU elections do not function in the same way as national general elections: the former are considered second-order national elections which are characterized by lower turnout, and voter and party behaviour being determined by national political considerations (e.g. Reif and Schmitt, 1980). However, the EP has gained considerable policy-making and veto powers over the last few decades, which
goes hand in hand with increased media visibility of EP affairs (Gattermann, 2013). Similarly, we find a growing number of genuine career politicians inside the EP at the expense of emeriti national politicians (e.g. Scarrow, 1997). Moreover, there is some evidence for the increasing professionalization of EP election campaigns (see Maier et al., 2011) and even for some increase in media attention at times of EU elections (Boomgaarden and De Vreese, 2016).

These developments suggest that voters have a high chance to be aware of lead candidates standing in EP elections. But we do not know whether and for which voters this is indeed the case. We argue that information is crucial in this respect. In the absence of complete information, voters use cues to make sense of politics and politician behaviour and ultimately to formulate their political preferences and inform their political decisions (e.g. see Lupia, 1994). Specifically, Rahn (1993: 473) argues that partisan cues can be ‘consequential in shaping individuals’ perceptions and evaluations of political candidates’. This also implies that the extent to which voters favour a certain party has an influence on the likelihood that they are aware of individual (lead) candidates. Research has indeed shown that partisan preferences or partisanship have positive effects on candidate recognition (e.g. Giebler and Weßels, 2017; Gschwend and Zittel, 2015; Wolak, 2009). Voters are likely to be familiar with the parties of the individual candidates from domestic politics because voters de facto choose between national parties – and not European parties. And although sometimes new parties form on the occasion of EP elections, we assume that voters are aware of the established parties. Hence, we would expect that if a voter more strongly prefers a certain party over another, she is also more likely to recognize its lead candidate and hence able or willing to provide an evaluation.

**H1:** The stronger the preference for a certain party, the higher the likelihood that voters recognize the lead candidate of that party.

However, despite the same parties running in EU elections, we argue that voters have less information about the main candidates than they would have in national elections. Voters receive little information about EU politicians from the media during EP election campaigns, although EU elections are nowadays more prominent on the news agenda (e.g. Boomgaarden and De Vreese, 2016). Furthermore, research finds that media attention paid to Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) during the legislative term can be explained by their prominence in domestic politics rather than by their legislative behaviour inside the EP (Gattermann and Vasilopoulos, 2015). In short, citizens hardly know what their European representatives do on their behalf, let alone who they are.

Nevertheless, citizens need information in order to make meaningful choices in elections. We know from existing research that news exposure can have positive effects on the likelihood to participate in EU elections (e.g. De Vreese and Boomgaarden, 2006; Schuck et al., 2016a) and on voter awareness of the Spitzenkandidaten in the 2014 EP election campaigns (Gattermann et al., 2016). However, one pre-condition is that the competing lead candidates also receive
attention by the news media; and some are likely to receive more news coverage than others (Gattermann and Vasilopoulou, 2015). The second pre-condition is that voters are exposed to that specific media content in order to learn about the candidates. Importantly, both pre-conditions only work together. In a hypothetical scenario with extensive exposure, but in the absence of any relevant information, cognitive personalization is likely to be hampered.

_H2:_ Exposure to news about the lead candidates increases the likelihood that voters recognize the respective lead candidates.

Exposure to candidate news is also relevant when voters are unable to _directly_ rely on partisan cues. Since information is important for voters to apply cues meaningfully, we also expect that the degree to which party preferences matter for candidate recognition largely depends on exposure to news content about these candidates. If a voter never heard of a particular lead candidate beforehand, the degree to which she prefers the candidate’s party is unlikely to fully explain why or why not she is aware the candidate. Put differently, exposure to candidate media coverage can essentially be understood as a pre-condition for the linkage between party preferences and cognitive personalization.

_H3:_ The effect of party preferences on the likelihood that voters recognize the respective lead candidate (_H1_) is positively moderated by exposure to candidate news.

**European Parliament elections and personalized voting behaviour**

Turning to the extent and conditions under which vote choice is influenced by behavioural personalization, extant scholarship is divided over the occurrence and strength of an effect of individual candidate evaluations on party choice. Prominent proponents of the personalization thesis argue that individual politicians have become the main focus of the political space at the expense of political parties (Wattenberg, 1991); and that evidence for such trends would be related to partisan dealignment (e.g. Dalton et al., 2000), to changes in election campaigning (e.g. Reinemann and Wilke, 2007), or to changes in the political media coverage (e.g. Langer, 2007; Rahat and Sheafer, 2007). In line with the personalization thesis, Lodge et al. (1995) argue that candidates provide short-term cues of information, and hence candidate evaluations would be used by voters to decide which party to vote for. This argument has been supported by empirical evidence of voting behaviour in national elections across Europe (Aarts and Blais, 2011; Giebler et al., 2014). The EU political system is characterized by the complexity of EU politics, the length of the decision-making processes and the difficulty to assign responsibility to EU-level politicians (Føllersdal and Hix, 2006; Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). This provides particular reason to expect personalization effects in
voter behaviour because ‘faces’ in the form of national lead candidates could actually help citizens to comprehend EU politics and ultimately take an informed decision (see also Adam and Maier, 2010: 239).

**H4a:** Positive evaluations of lead candidates – ceteris paribus – have a positive effect on vote choice.

The personalization thesis, however, is highly challenged in the literature. Some researchers indeed suggest that leadership evaluations do not play a role for party choice in parliamentary systems (e.g. Kaase, 1994; Schulz et al., 2005), while others assert that party leader evaluations matter for party choice, albeit not increasingly over time (Holmberg and Oscarsson, 2011; Karvonen, 2010). Yet others state that party ratings have stronger effects on the vote than candidate ratings in European countries (Holmberg and Oscarsson, 2011: 39–43). We will hence control for party preferences in the following analysis.

Here, we are interested in the conditions under which the evaluations of the lead candidates can potentially have an effect on vote choice. One would expect that because of partisan dealignment (e.g. Dalton et al., 2000), candidate evaluations only matter for those who do not hold strong party preferences (e.g. see Brettschneider and Gabriel, 2002; Schulz et al. 2005). Aarts and Blais (2011: 155), however, find little evidence to back this assumption and argue that ‘leader evaluations only come into play if these voters see little else to distinguish the parties in terms of policy or performance’. We would hence expect that because EU elections do not serve as a platform for parties to offer policy alternatives (e.g. van der Brug and De Vreese, 2016) alongside some polarization over more or less EU integration such as in the Netherlands (e.g. Meijers and Rauh, 2016), their lead candidates may actually make a difference for voters.

**H4b:** Evaluations of lead candidates (H4a) are likely to moderate the positive effect of party preferences on vote choice.

As we argued above, the day-to-day political news coverage may further help voters in gathering necessary information to formulate electoral choices. Yet, the literature remains inconclusive about media effects on personalized voting behaviour. Schulz et al. (2005), for instance, find no overtime trend for the impact of general media exposure on the extent to which candidate preferences matter for party choice. Elmelund-Prestekær and Hopmann (2012) find that news exposure is somewhat important for personalized voting behaviour in the form of preferential voting, but that candidate traits and characteristics of the electoral system are more decisive in this respect. However, in their study of Dutch election campaigns, Takens et al. (2015) detect a priming effect and argue that voters ‘weigh in’ their candidate evaluations more into voting behaviour if they have been exposed to personalized news coverage. We would thus expect – in line with the above elaboration about the complexity and abstractedness of EU politics – that being
exposed to individual candidate news coverage in EU elections moderates the effect of candidate evaluations on vote choice.

*H4c:* Exposure to candidate news is likely to moderate the positive effect of the evaluations of lead candidates (*H4a*) on vote choice.

**Research design and methods**

**Data**

We rely on the 2014 EP election campaign study conducted in the Netherlands (De Vreese et al., 2014), which consists of a four-wave panel survey and an accompanying media study. The panel survey was conducted using Computer Assisted Web Interviewing (CAWI); and the fieldwork was carried out by TNS NIPO Netherlands. The data are representative in terms of age, gender, and education compared to census data. Wave 1 was fielded between 13 and 26 December 2013 and provides major control variables. Our main variable of interest was asked in the second (20–30 March 2014), third (17–28 April 2014) and fourth, post-election wave (26 May–2 June 2014). N comprises 1819 in the second wave (re-contact rate: 83.1%), 1537 in the third wave (re-contact rate: 84.5%), and 1379 in the fourth wave (re-contact rate: 89.7%).

In particular, we rely on the question ‘How do you evaluate the performance of the following lead candidates for the European Parliament, if you know them?’ In the literature, candidate evaluations have been measured in various ways. More general survey questions include ‘feeling thermometers’ (e.g. Aarts and Blais, 2011; Marsh, 2007) or ‘like-dislike’ scales (e.g. Giebler and Wagner, 2015; Holmberg and Oscarsson, 2011). Others have accounted for several different attributes or personality traits, such as competence, leadership, reliability or empathy (e.g. Brettschneider and Gabriel, 2002; Takens et al., 2015). In fact, Funk (1999) demonstrated that individually measured traits have a varying effect on feeling thermometers and recommends distinguishing between traits. Here, we chose to ask respondents to provide performance evaluations because they allow for a broad assessment of less well-known candidates. Indeed, our measure is not without flaws, as respondents could have interpreted the question with respect to past or future performance as well as in terms of general political performance or MEP performance. However, the respective candidates in our study have varying degrees of political experience in general and with respect to the EP. It is therefore an advantage that our question is broad enough to account for different types of political performance.

In wave 2, six lead candidates were listed in random order for the performance evaluation: Hans van Baalen (who was the lead candidate of the People’s Party), Paul Tang (Labour), Dennis de Jong (Socialists), Esther de Lange (Christian Democrats), Sophie in ‘t Veld (Democrats ‘66), and Bas Eickhout (Green-Left).
Marcel de Graaff of the populist Freedom Party was added to the third and fourth wave, making it seven candidates overall. Respondents were not provided with the candidates’ party affiliations, i.e. they received no partisan cues. All questions also had a ‘don’t know/cannot say’ response category. The Online appendix provides an overview of the number of evaluations per candidate and wave. Over time, the percentages of those who provide an evaluation is increasing; particularly, there are marked differences between wave 3 and 4. Hans van Baalen appears to be the most prominent lead candidate as fewer respondents picked the ‘don’t know/cannot say’ option (declining from 63.2% to 57.4%). On the other hand, Dennis de Jong (Socialists) and Bas Eickhout of Green-Left were least often evaluated by the respondents (ranging from 10.7% to 18.9%).

As regards the accompanying media study, news content was sampled and coded for the period between 2 December 2013 and 21 May 2014. Up until 16 April 2014, the first five EU stories in six Dutch news sources, including two television evening newscasts, were coded every third day. For newspapers, these concerned only front pages. EU stories are defined as an article or a news bulletin that mention EU affairs at least twice. From 17 April 2014 until Election Day on 22 May 2014 newspapers’ front pages and one randomly selected page were coded every day; in all media, all EU stories were coded every day (for further details also see De Vreese et al., 2016). This resulted in a total of 4258 news items considered for our analysis (see the Online appendix). The media outlets comprise news from one public and one private television broadcaster (NOS Journaal: 674 news items; RTL Nieuws: 829 news items), two quality newspapers (NRC Handelsblad: 587 articles; De Volkskrant: 615 articles), a tabloid (De Telegraaf: 923 articles), and a major Online news provider (nu.nl: 630 articles).

In each news item up to six political actors were coded. To examine intercoder reliability 16 news items were coded by eight coders. We compared the extent to which coders coded the same individual politicians; Krippendorff’s alpha as a measure of intercoder reliability produced satisfactory results. For our purposes, we identified the visibility of each candidate in the media prior to the end of each wave, which resulted in a total of 44 references. None of the TV programmes mentioned any of the lead candidates at any time. Generally, candidates were most visible prior to wave 4; Hans van Baalen is the most visible candidate while Bas Eickhout was not visible at all (see the Online appendix).

Dependent variables and models

To examine cognitive personalization, we recoded the candidate evaluation variables into binary variables, where 1 is having provided an evaluation for a lead candidate and 0 is not having done so (category ‘don’t know/cannot say’). We then stacked the data to align the dependent variables with party preferences and to determine explanatory factors within voters (see also Van der Eijk et al., 2006). The unit of analysis is the respondent*candidate*wave. Candidates and waves are not hierarchically interdependent and respondents are cross-nested in candidates and
waves. We hence chose cross-classified multilevel logistic regression to examine candidate recognition (see Rasbash and Browne, 2008). This modelling approach allows taking variation both across candidates and waves into account when assessing individual-level explanatory factors.

In order to answer our second research question related to behavioural personalization, we use vote intention as dependent variable in waves 2 and 3 (‘Which party would you vote for if European parliamentary elections were held tomorrow?’) and reported party vote in wave 4 (‘For which party did you vote in the European Parliamentary elections?’). Vote intention and reported behaviour are indeed not the same, but we control for the different waves in our models to address this problem. We identified the parties of the lead candidates and recoded the respective response categories into dummy variables. As above, we aligned the dependent and independent variables in a stacked data matrix. Here, we only consider respondents who took part in all waves. We apply conditional logit models to examine the determinants of vote choice and control for variation between candidates and across waves by dummy variables. This methodological choice appears to be most appropriate given the structure of our data and our research question. However, Van der Brug and Mughan (2007: 36), who also study voting behaviour in the Netherlands, warn that discrete-choice models are ‘not feasible because the small number of votes for some parties makes estimates of their effect parameters unreliable’ (see also Garzia and De Angelis, 2016: 612–613). On the other hand, conditional logit models are also common in electoral research (e.g. Giebler and Wagner, 2015; Gschwend and Zittel, 2015). Furthermore, we only include six and seven parties, respectively. All of them have been elected to the 8th EP as a total of eight parties. We do not have observations for the candidate of the eighth party (Christian Union/Reformed Political Party). The smallest parties in our sample are the Christian Democrats and Green-Left which received a minimum vote share of 9.6 and 11.2% in our data, respectively (wave 4, see the Online appendix).

**Independent variables**

In order to test \( H1 \) and \( H3 \), we operationalize party preferences as the respondents’ probability to ever vote for the respective party on a scale from 1 (‘very unlikely’) to 10 (‘very likely’). Van der Brug et al. (2008: 593) state that vote propensities ‘can be regarded for ease of exposition as preferences’. The Online appendix shows that mean values per party fluctuate to some extent between waves. This variable also allows controlling for party preferences in the vote choice model as well as testing \( H4b \). Although there are potential endogeneity problems as determinants of vote propensities can be considered ‘the same as the determinants of party choice’ (Van der Brug et al., 2008: 593), we seek to distinguish between preferences, i.e. attitudes, and (intended) behaviour in our second model (see also Garzia and De Angelis, 2016).

In order to test \( H2 \), we linked the number of mentions of each lead candidate in the media to the news exposure of each respondent in a similar manner as Schuck
et al. (2016a: 185) who employ weighted measures of news exposure taking into account news content (see also Banducci et al., 2017). Using a weighted measure instead of simple exposure to news content is preferred because – as Schuck et al. (2016b: 209) contend – ‘[h]igh media exposure can mean, de facto, high exposure to celebrity news, sports and weather, so bringing in relevant content features forms a necessary correction for an otherwise potentially inflated or deflated “raw exposure” effect’. In our case, we believe that a voter who actually comes across a lead candidate in her news consumption routine – however this routine looks like – increases the likelihood that she evaluates the candidate. Put differently, a voter who watches television news every day during the campaign period might still not be able to evaluate any of the candidates because she has supposedly never heard of that candidate.

To calculate the weighted news exposure we multiplied an individual respondent’s actual news exposure to each outlet by the number of times a certain lead candidate appeared in the respective outlet prior to each wave. We have taken three important methodological decisions. Firstly, in order to avoid multiplications with zero, we recoded the number of days of exposure, ranging from 0 to 7 days per week, by adding 0.0001 so that the variable ranges from 0.0001 to 7.0001. Secondly, in order not to overstate media visibility of the lead candidates, we calculated the log of media references to each lead candidate ‘[t]o capture decreasing returns of additional information on knowledge’ (Banducci et al., 2017). Thirdly, given the generally low visibility of the lead candidates we also added 1 to the number of candidate mentions per news outlet in the log transformation and in the multiplication with the days of news exposure. Our weighted exposure variables eventually form an additive scale of all six news outlets prior to each wave (see Schuck et al., 2016a: 185):

\[ \sum_{a \in \text{outlets}} \text{days} \times (\ln(\text{hits} + 1) + 1) \]

The Online appendix shows that there is variation across candidates; and that the weighted exposure values are highest for wave 4. Essentially, if a lead candidate receives no media coverage prior to a certain wave, such as Bas Eickhout, the weighted news exposure scores equal the unweighted values (days of exposure). This weighted exposure variable also allows testing \( H3 \) and \( H4c \) by interacting it with party preferences and lead candidate evaluations, respectively. As a robustness check we also estimate our main models with a) the unweighted news exposure to the six news outlets, that is the additive scale of exposure regardless of the candidates’ visibility, and b) comprehensive exposure to news about a lead candidate as well as the respective party, the party leader and any other party member which has been calculated in a similar manner as our main measure (see also recommendations by Schuck et al., 2016b). This helps us determining the extent to which news exposure to the respective lead candidates can indeed explain variation in cognitive and behavioural personalization. We compare the measures in our analyses below.
To test $H4a–H4c$ in our vote choice model, we disregarded all those voters who did not provide a candidate evaluation. The respondent’s evaluation of a lead candidate is measured by an 11-point scale, ranging from 0 (‘very bad’) to 10 (‘very good’). Lastly, our control variables for both analyses comprise age, the dummy variables higher and lower education (reference category: medium-level education), and gender (dummy female) which we obtained from the first wave of the panel survey. Importantly, we also control for political interest in all models, which becomes particularly relevant for cognitive personalization. Previous research on the determinants of candidate recognition found that political interest has a positive effect (Giebler and Weßels, 2017; Gschwend and Zittel, 2015; Wolak, 2009).

Our modelling approaches require transformation of those independent variables that do not vary within voters during a respective wave. Following the advice of Van der Eijk et al. (2006), we regressed our two dependent variables on all variables – bar probability to vote for a certain party, news exposure to the respective candidates, and comprehensive party exposure – in each wave and computed the y-hats, i.e. the predicted values for each of these independent variables and included these in the stacked matrices. After that, we rescaled all independent variables dividing each by two standard deviations; wave and candidate dummies in the conditional logit models have been mean centred (Gelman, 2008). This allows us to compare effects within models (see also Giebler and Wagner, 2015: 54). The descriptive statistics of all raw variables can be found in the Online appendix.

**Findings**

We begin by answering our first research question and examine the extent of cognitive personalization among Dutch voters during the 2014 EP election campaigns. We report our results in Table 1 which contains the cross-classified multilevel logistic models. The likelihood-ratio tests are significant for all models. Hence, the chosen models are preferred over ordinary logistic regression.

We expected that the stronger the preference for a certain party, the more likely that voters recognize the lead candidate of that party ($H1$). Our results lend support to these assumptions. Model 1 shows that party preference has significant positive effects on candidate recognition ($b = 0.285$). These results are in line with the extant literature that identifies a causal relationship between party preference and candidate recognition (e.g. Gschwend and Zittel, 2015; Wolak, 2009). Turning to $H2$, which stipulated that exposure to news about the lead candidates increases the likelihood of candidate recognition, our results lend support to the importance of information. Model 1 shows that the effect of exposure to news about a respective candidate is positive holding everything else constant. Furthermore, the effect is considerably larger ($b = 0.741$) than that of party preferences, which suggests that exposure to candidate news plays a more decisive role than party preferences for explaining why certain voters evaluate lead candidates in
EP elections. Moreover, Figure 1(a) and (b) show that while the effect of party preferences differs across candidates and waves, varying preferences are hardly responsible for these differences. By contrast, Figure 1(c) and (d) demonstrates that we find more variation across candidates and between waves for higher levels compared to lower levels of weighted news exposure. In particular, Figure 1(c) shows that the effects are somewhat stronger for the less well-known candidates Dennis de Jong and Bas Eickhout – although the latter was not visible in the news – compared to the more prominent candidates in our sample, Hans van Baalen and Sophie in ’t Veld. Put differently, information is crucial for candidate recognition. Similarly, the effects of exposure to news about the respective candidates are also stronger in waves 2 and 3 compared to the post-election

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Cross-classified multilevel logistic regression, predicting candidate recognition.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Respondent level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTV for respective party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted news exposure to respective candidate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTV for respective party * weighted news exposure to ind. candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random effects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald $\chi^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability &gt; $\chi^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR test vs. logistic ($\chi^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability &gt; $\chi^2$ (LR test)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Independent variables are standardized. *p < .1, **p < .05, ***p < .01.*
wave. This suggests an over-time crystallization effect as voters might have a better idea about candidates and issues the closer the election day and are hence less dependent on information from the media (Figure 1d).

We turn to Model 2 in Table 1 to test H3, which hypothesized a moderating effect of exposure to candidate news on the effect of party preferences. It shows that the effect is not significant. For comparison, when substituting our weighted news exposure measure with either the unweighted or the comprehensive party exposure measures, the results do not yield significant interaction effects either (see the Online appendix). The results thus do not lend support to H3.

The effects of the control variables show that older voters and women are more likely to recognize lead candidates although the latter effect is small compared to the rest. Higher education has positive effects compared to medium-level education, but there are no differences between low and medium levels of education. Lastly, political interest has a positive effect as the literature would expect (e.g. Giebler and Weßels, 2017; Wolak, 2009), and is strongest compared to everything else. Additional tests show further that the positive effect of exposure to news about the respective candidates on candidate recognition decreases with higher levels of political interest and is lower for those who are highly educated (see the Online appendix).

Figure 1. Fitted values for the probability to vote for respective party (a and b) and weighted news exposure to respective candidate (c and d), by candidate and wave, respectively. Note: calculations based on Table A13 in the Online appendix.
This suggests that exposure to candidate news is less important for those who are more politically aware.

Next, we are interested in the extent to which behavioural personalization applies. Table 2 reports the results from the conditional logit models. We expected
that the more favourable a voter is towards the lead candidate of a party, the more likely that she will vote for that party \((H4a)\). The results show that the effect of candidate evaluations on vote choice is positive and statistically significant \((b = 1.053, \text{Model 1})\). Similar to voter behaviour in national politics (see Lodge et al., 1995), the results underline that voters in EU politics may use lead candidates as short-cuts to assessing political parties competing for votes in EP elections and thus provide support for \(H4a\). However, party preferences have a stronger effect on vote choice \((b = 5.476, \text{Model 1})\) which resonates with the extant literature on voting behaviour (e.g. Holmberg and Oscarsson, 2011).

Furthermore, we are interested whether candidate evaluations moderate the positive effect of party preference on vote choice \((H4b)\). The interaction effect in Model 2 does not comply with conventional levels of statistical significance. We thus do not find support for \(H4b\). Likewise, the interaction effect between candidate evaluation and exposure to candidate news \((H4c)\) is also not statistically significant (Model 3).\(^7\) One potential explanation for these findings could be that we disregarded those respondents who were either unwilling or unable to evaluate a certain candidate. Hence, our sample essentially includes those voters who are more engaged and/or politically aware. This constrains variation between voters.\(^8\) As regards variation within voters, supposedly the differences in media visibility between the candidates are not large enough to impact on vote decision. Table 2 shows that the direct effect of exposure to candidate news does not meet conventional levels of statistical significance. The same holds for comprehensive party exposure, but the unweighted news exposure has a positive effect (although not in interaction with candidate evaluations, see the Online appendix).\(^9\) This suggests that information is decisive for voting behaviour, but as a factor that distinguishes between rather than within voters.

**Conclusions**

EU politics is characterized by complex and lengthy decision-making processes in which individual responsibilities are difficult to identify for citizens; and EP elections hardly provide voters with the opportunity to hold their representatives to account (Føllesdal and Hix, 2006; Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). The personalization of EU elections could potentially make the EU more accessible to its citizens (see Gattermann, 2017). This can ultimately lead to higher levels of citizen participation, such as higher turnout in EU elections (Schmitt et al., 2015). The aim of this article was to shed light onto the phenomenon by examining the role that individual lead candidates play for voting behaviour in EP elections.

Relying on the 2014 EP election campaign study conducted in the Netherlands (De Vreese et al., 2014), we first sought to understand the extent to which cognitive personalization takes place. We have shown that exposure to candidate news plays a more decisive role than party preference for explaining why voters are more likely to recognize lead candidates in EP elections than not. Our aim was to show that information from the news media is highly important during EP election
campaigns. This information may eventually help voters to hold their representatives accountable in EU elections (see Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). The wider literature on candidate recognition argues that there are additional explanatory factors related to candidates themselves, including their campaign activities; to voters, such as campaign interest and campaign exposure; or to the local election context (e.g. Giebler and Weßels, 2017; Gschwend and Zittel, 2015; Wolak, 2009). We argued that the campaign context in Dutch EP elections is less important given the particularities of the electoral system. However, we recommend that future research compares the effects of information acquired directly from the media vs information from campaign activities on the recognition of MEP candidates.

Our measure of weighted exposure to candidate news is sophisticated because it takes into account both actual news content and the extent to which an individual is routinely exposed to that type of news content (see Banducci et al., 2017; Schuck et al., 2016a). Yet, we find that unweighted news exposure as well as comprehensive exposure to party news also serve as explanatory factors for the likelihood of providing candidate evaluations in the first place, suggesting that other news features might affect this relationship in addition to specific exposure to candidate news. Moreover, we were unable to account for the entire information environment during the 2014 EP election campaigns. Voters might, for instance, be exposed to additional information about the candidates on social media, which might play a supplemental role for their vote choice (e.g. Kruikemeier, 2014).

Understanding how candidate evaluations come about is relevant because they have a direct and positive effect on vote choice in EU elections. The more positively a voter evaluates the lead candidate, the more likely she is to vote for the candidate’s party. This finding resonates with some research on voting in national elections (e.g. Aarts and Blais, 2011; Giebler et al., 2014) and is important in light of the EU’s accountability deficit. It suggests that individual politicians, in this case lead candidates, may serve as information short-cuts with which voters form their party political preferences in EU elections. However, we also expected that candidate evaluations moderate the effect of party preferences, and that personalized voting behaviour is contingent upon information from exposure to candidate news. Our results do not support these assumptions. We proposed that possible reasons relate to the sample, because those who provide an evaluation in the first place are likely to be more politically aware. Moreover, our data exhibit little within-voter variation when it comes to exposure to individual candidates as these are generally hardly visible. It remains to be seen whether some candidates receive more media coverage in certain outlets in future campaigns (e.g. Labour candidates in left-leaning outlets) and whether selective exposure of voters to this kind of content then has an effect on the evaluations. Furthermore, future research, in the event of additional presence of the candidates in the news, should also investigate the extent to which the tone towards lead candidates in the news during EP elections might influence candidate evaluations and ultimately vote choice, since we know that in national elections positive party evaluations can have positive effects on the motivation to vote for a party (Hopmann et al., 2010).
We argued that the Netherlands represent an excellent case given the attentiveness to individual candidates provided by the preferential voting system. Yet, Dutch voters can choose any candidate from a party’s list; and voting for the lead candidate may equally represent a party vote (e.g. see Van Holsteyn and Andeweg, 2010). Our data do not allow us to assess where voters put their cross on the ballot, or whether they vote for a party or a candidate (Elmelund-Præstekær and Hopmann, 2012). Furthermore, our findings might differ in other countries. Voters are likely to be more aware of individual (lead) candidates in small electoral districts and/or electoral systems that employ open electoral ballots supposing more intense and comprehensive campaigning (see Hix and Hagemann, 2009). That would also mean that in such countries more voters take into account their preferences for or against certain candidates when they go to the polls. Although one would hence expect that behavioural personalization is less pronounced in countries where closed ballots in both national and EU elections prevail, such as in Germany (see also Kaase, 1994; Karvonen, 2010), research has shown that evaluations of lead MEP candidates also matter for party choice in German EP elections (Giebler and Wagner, 2015). Comparative research is therefore required to examine the extent to which personalized voting behaviour in EU elections evolves across Europe, if at all. Lastly, comparisons to first-order elections are necessary in order to understand the scope of cognitive and behavioural personalization in EU elections (see Giebler and Wagner, 2015).

Future research should also investigate those factors on which voters base their evaluation of (lead) candidates in EU elections. Voters are likely to take into account past political performance of the candidates – either inside the EP or in domestic politics. This would underline once more that information is crucial in order to evaluate the candidates in the first place. Here, we may also find variation across candidates as regards the degree to which campaigning is personalized within parties (Giebler and Weßels, 2013), differences in journalists’ attention towards MEP candidates (Gattermann and Vasilopoulou, 2015) or exposure on social media (Obholzer and Daniel, 2016).

In the interim, individual (lead) candidates make a difference for only few voters, namely those who are politically aware. Increased concentration of power at the supranational level has led to a politicization of EU affairs, activating politicians, parties, journalists, and ultimately citizens (see Hooghe and Marks, 2009). And since the politicization of EU integration is likely to increase in the future (Kriesi, 2016), the personalization of EU politics is likely to affect more voters. Our aim was to provide a first account of personalized voting behaviour in EU elections; our results show that there is certainly a reason to further investigate the phenomenon.
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Notes
1. See the EP resolution of 22 November 2012 (2012/2829(RSP)).
2. TNS NIPO is a research organization that complies with the guidelines of the European Society for Opinion and Market Research approved by the International Organization for Standardization.
3. Comparing these figures to the number of respondents who indicated their levels of sympathy towards lead candidates in the preceding Dutch Parliamentary Election Study 2012 (Van der Kolk et al., 2013), EP candidates were evaluated in fewer instances. In 2012, 19.7% responded with don’t know/refusal regarding the Christian Democratic lead candidate; but only 1.5% and 1.4% concerning Prime Minister Mark Rutte (People’s Party) and Geert Wilders (Freedom Party), respectively.
4. The coders identified a total of 12 individual politicians across all items. For eight of them, alpha ranges from 0.80 to 1, which is considered a high reliability score. For one politician alpha is 0.79. However, in case of three politicians the score is below 0.27.
5. We are aware that this selection constrains our sample and potentially leads to biases in our results. To compare the samples, we (a) provide the respective descriptive statistics of party choice, and (b) we also estimate the main models with the candidate recognition dummy instead of candidate evaluations in the Online appendix.
6. However, when substituting Model 1 with either unweighted news exposure or comprehensive exposure to party news, we also find that these effects are stronger than that of party preferences (see the Online appendix).
7. We also tested respective interaction effects of weighted exposure to candidate news and candidate evaluations with political interest and higher education (see the Online appendix). The results are not significant.
8. We tested for differences over time by interacting weighted news exposure with the wave dummies (see the Online appendix). The results are not significant.
9. Comparing the effects of the weighted candidate news, unweighted and comprehensive party news exposures (see the Online appendix), the BIC difference (−12.09) provides very strong evidence that the models with the unweighted exposure provide better fit (see guidelines by Raftery, 1995: 139). The BIC difference between the models including the effects of candidate and comprehensive party news exposure is marginal (0.31).
10. In fact, ‘actor-related’ tone (see Esser et al., 2017; Lengauer et al., 2012) was also coded in the content analysis by De Vreese et al. (2014). Yet, the data exhibit little variation: Most news items (65%) provided no evaluation, but more news items were negative (21%) than positive (7%) or mixed towards a certain lead candidate (7%; n=43).
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